Mechanism of Formation of 6a
We varied the reaction conditions in pursuit of increasing the selectivity for the formation of 6a from 1a and 2. While no substantial increase in selectivity for 6a was observed, the experiments shed light into the origin of selectivity. Addition of molecular sieves led to no change in selectivity (Table S1 , Entry 2), while addition of water lower the selectivity for 6a (Entry 3).
Increasing the loading of Sc(OTf)3 (Entry 6) and the reaction time (Entry 7) led to no change of selectivity. Changing the catalyst to TfOH (Entry 8) or other Lewis acids (Entries 9,10) led to lower yield or no 6a. These results suggest that the selectivity is kinetically controlled by the Sc(OTf)3 catalyst. Importantly, addition of a large excess of 1a (5 or 20 equiv, Entries 4,5) has little effect on the selectivity, and the reaction between 4a and 1a yields no 6a. These results suggest that 6a forms by a reaction of 1a with an intermediate on the way to 4a rather than by a reaction with 4a itself. A proposed mechanism is shown in Scheme S1. The selectivity-determining intermediate may be an iminoketone Sc complex with aniline 1a bound, which undergo irreversible ring closure to yield 4a (k1) or interligand aniline addition to ketone followed by formation of 6a (k2). Thus, the 4a/6a selectivity is determined by the relative reaction rates (k1/k2) and is independent of [1a].
We observed no other organic products in this reaction. The absence of the meso (RS/SR) diastereomer is likely due to steric repulsion between the two isopropyl groups or the two N−Me groups. and CD3CN (0.5 mL) under air. The sample was sealed under air and maintained at 80 °C.
1 H NMR spectra were taken periodically to monitor the conversion of 6a to 13. The observed singlet at δ ca. 8.6 corresponds to H2O2 in substoichiometric quantity. 1 H NMR spectrum of H2O2 (30 wt % aq, ca. 0.05 mL) in CD3CN (0.5 mL). +, 6a; #, 13.
X-ray Crystallography
Data were measured on a Bruker D8 VENTURE with a PHOTON 100 CMOS detector system equipped with a Mo-target X-ray tube (λ = 0.71073 Å). All atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. All structures are drawn with thermal ellipsoids at 50% probability. Crystallographic data and details of the data collection and structure refinement are listed in Table S2 for 4a, 6a and 7a and Table S3 for 8a, 9 and 13. Specific details for each compound follow. 4a: Crystals were obtained by diffusion of hexane into a CH2Cl2 solution of 4a under N2 at room temperature. All atoms including disordered oxygen and carbon atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were included in idealized positions for structure factor calculations except for the one bound to N2, which was located on the difference Fourier map and allowed to be freely refined. The acenaphthene group is disordered over two orientations in 85:15 ratio, and was modeled using geometric restraints and constraints on thermal parameters of carbon atoms. 6a: Crystals were obtained by diffusion of hexane into a CH2Cl2 solution of 6a under N2 at room temperature. All the elements were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. One i Pr group is disordered over two orientations in 83:17 ratio, and was modeled with the application of soft geometric (SADI) restraints utilizing the non-disordered i Pr group. RIGU and EADP constraints were also used for the disordered atoms. Hydrogen atoms were included in idealized positions for structure factor calculations except for those attached to N atoms, which were located on the difference Fourier map and allowed to be fully refined. The crystal contained many All elements were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were included in idealized positions for structure factor calculations except the H atom on N2, which was located on the difference
Fourier map and refined with no restrains. 9: Crystals were obtained by diffusion of hexane into a CHCl3 solution of 9 at room temperature. All atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. Hydrogen atoms were included in idealized positions for structure factor calculations.
13:
Crystals were obtained by slow evaporation of a hexane/CH2Cl2 solution of 13 at room temperature. All atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were included in idealized positions for structure factor calculations. 
